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Mens hairstyles drawing

Steve Granitz/Contributor/Getty Images The easiest hairstyle to maintain for most men? The pieces are long on top and have short backs and sides. These styles aren't just versatile— they work well for formal events and casual outings — they're timeless and sophisticated. And while some of them are very low maintenance, others are not always for fainting hearts. The shorter
the haircut, the more maintenance it takes, notes Wayne Wildrick, regional barber manager at Barber's Fellow in Los Angeles. Meet the Expert • Wayne Wildrick is a regional stylist and barber manager at the los Angeles location of Fellow Barber, a high-growth barbershop chain.• Giovanni Vaccaro is artistic director for hair at Glamsquad, a hair at home, makeup, nail service
based in New York. Below, we've rounded up 22 of our favorite men's haircuts with short sides and long tops, along with tips from stylists Wildrick and Giovanni Vaccaro — a stylist with hair on demand and a Glamsquad makeup service — on how best to maintain an appearance. 01 of 22 Steve Granitz/Contributor/Getty Images For this style, as seen on Chris Hemsworth, hair is
cut aggressively short on the sides and back and left long on top. The top and front are cut with a razor to create movement, texture and separation. 02 of 22 Steve Granitz/Contributor/Getty Images Modern singer Khalid takes an old-fashioned flattop eschews straight line at the top in favor of more texture. The result (offset by a slightly grown beard) is far from the look of the
1990s. Be sure to invest in a hydrating conditioner to ensure the hair on it remains moist. 03 of 22 Steve Granitz/Contributor/Getty Images Arguably the highest care display on the list, the undercut requires longer hair on it, with hair horns down (in some cases, faded) on the side. How short you go on the side is best determined by the natural bone structure. Some clients may
have bone bulges in the sides and back of the head, Wildrick said. Generally, we don't expose them, so this is where your barber will decide where faded placements should compensate for the deviations we all have as human beings. Mousse can be used to style hair further on top, but you'll want to visit a barber every two weeks to trim. 04 of 22 Steven Ferdman/Stringer/Getty
Images Bradley Cooper's elegant and swept style is one of the most requested among Vaccaro's clients. This style is probably the most popular, and my client always carries a photo of Bradley Cooper for this one, he said. It looks good on most men and mostly textures. To replicate the view, Vaccaro keep the wispy side but not super tight. In other words, there's no fading barber
here. 05 of 22 Steve Granitz/Contributor/Getty Images This is a good example of how long the above/short on the side of this type of piece can be worn for flexibility. In this shot, the model's hair styled in loose and prickly style on it. Hair can also be neatly combed with a little pomade - try American Crew Pomade ($12) - for a more formal effect. 06 of 22 Jamie McCarthy/Staff/Getty
Images The shaved side with only a little length on it is equivalent to low maintenance and still plenty of sophisticated style. Will Smith's version is accompanied by a well-groomed beard and mustache, to balance the look from the top of the head to the chin. 07 of 22 Stephane Cardinale - Corbis/Contributor/Getty Images For this shot, football star Radamel Falcao's hair is styled
and returned to create a pompadour effect. The hair on it is worn slightly loose with separation for a more casual look. 08 of 22 Frazer Harrison/Staff/Getty Images For this style, hair is aggressively cut short on the sides and back and left long and thick on it. There is minimal mixing on the sides to make a slight disconnection. Hair may be re-styled for a sleek formal look. As with
any style, keep in mind that some look better on certain face shapes (this one, for example, looks best on narrower faces). 09 of 22 Wagner Meier/Stringer/Getty Images The hair of football star Gabriel Barbosa is kept short on the side — but his long blonde locs offer plenty of interest. The key here is to keep the hair on the side shaved down, so that the look mimics the mohawk.
10 of 22 Steve Granitz/WireImage/Getty Images Highlight your bends with high skin fading on the side. If this is too much, opt for low skin fades, which leave a little more hair on the side, but still fade enough to create a stylish profile. 11 of 22 Dave J Hogan/Contributor/Getty Images This is a versatile style, which can be worn messy with a bit of pasta style - we like Suave Medium
Hold Styling Paste ($3), or neatly combed and parted, for a more formal look. 12 of 22 Gregg DeGuire/Stringer/Getty Images Comedian Kevin Hart's short cut was rounded up, allowing him to show off his hairline. A slight fade on the side lends a trendy and longer beard adding extra style. 13 of 22 Brendon Thorne/Stringer/Getty Images For this long style, the model's hair is razor-
cut above and on the front to add movement, texture and separation. A little pasta styling enhances the style. 14 of 22 C Flanigan/Contributor/Getty Images For this style, hair is cut short on the sides and back while razors are used on the front to give the bangs a reconstructed look. 15 of 22 styles Steve Granitz/Contributor/Getty Images Usher combines faded afro and mohawk
with heavily cut hair on the sides, and higher through the middle. To replicate this look, you'll want to get trim every four to six and invest in many hydrating hair products, to keep longer hair moist. And if you're wondering if a look like this will work for you, do your research. If you're considering fading, look for inspiring photos of people who have hair similar to your type and color,
says the word In my experience, I generally find that clients with darker and thicker hair can get away with fading low to high while clients with light and less dense hair look better suited to low fading. Low fades allow for more gradients, which you can't get by fading middle or high. 16 of 22 Mike Coppola/Staff/Getty Images For this style, actor Cilian Murphy's hair is cut close to the
sides and back and worn neatly parted in the middle. Pomade adds sparkle and control. 17 of 22 Stephane Cardinale - Corbis/Contributor/Getty Images Actor and model Lucas Till is often seen wearing his hair short on the sides and back, with excessive length on it. For this style, the front is cut off from the sides, and the worn hair is brushed forward and sideways. 18 of 22 Vera
Anderson/Contributor/Getty Images For this style, natural wave actor Kit Harington combed back but for a more natural look, hair can be allowed to fall on its own, without using the product. 19 of 22 Frazer Harrison/Staff/Getty Images Here, hairsharing artist Frank Lezari styles models for the Elie Tahari fashion show during New York Fashion Week. The style is short on the side,
longer on top, parted, and tucked back in with pasta. Try Fatboy's Perfect Putty ($21) for a similar style. 20 of 22 Steve Granitz/Contributor/Getty Images Actor Michael B. Jordan combines a lineup — where natural hairlines are straightened in the form of lines — with a fading middle. This fading force lands under the temple and just above the ears. As Wildrick explains, how short
you go with a fade depends on how often you plan to maintain it. Conformity has always been the word, he said. The best way to maintain a fade (or any look) is to find one conducive to your lifestyle. If you go in for fading skin, it will show signs of growing within a week. If you're trying to maintain that look, you should go back to the store every one to two weeks. 21 of 22 Steve
Jennings/Contributor/Getty Images As seen on professional basketball player Steph Curry, the buzz cut keeps her hair toned on top, and fading high improves her hairline. The resulting look is masculine with a slight edge. 22 of 22 thick hair Steve Granitz/Getty Images Miguel is cut in long layers. The style can be worn loosely or neatly styled with the product for a more formal look.
For volume—without rigid containment—use a product like R+Co. Balloon Dry Volume Spray ($32). This story was originally published on April 27, 2016. Something strange happens when a man adopts a hairstyle that is usually considered feminine. We feel the need to qualify with humans. Bread becomes human bread. Braids become human braids. And because these exist in a
man, they become tense and attractive, or, in some cases, even strange. But we'll leave you in a little secret. Hair is hair, no matter the sex of the person on whose head it is. Everyone should be able to wear it in any way that makes them happy - without being detained gender standards. To prove the point, we tapped Adam Maclay's hairstylist. Our request? Create seven of the
most beautiful spring hairstyles on a series of long Rapunzel locks... which happens to belong to a man. From behind, you can hardly tell who is wearing this look. In our opinion, it really doesn't matter. Because who says a girl can't want style on a man and vice versa? Why bread on a man's bread and not just bread? And, honestly, what better way than seeing a bunch of hot guys
in a hotter hairstyle? We say, absolutely nothing. Once you click ahead, we're sure you'll agree. You've never seen beauty quite like this before. Check out our Beauty Innovator Awards for the smartest, funniest, freshest to death product of the year. Years.
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